AAYAN INTERNATIONALCARGO

AIR FREIGHT
OCEAN FREIGHT
DOOR TO DOOR DELIVERIES
ROAD FREIGHT AOG & LAND FREIGHT
CONTRACT LOGISTICS & CONSULTING SERVICES

Aayan International Cargo - Kuwait
Aayan International Cargo is globally connected with the best
forwarders to provide an excellent worldwide transportation
solutions.
Aayan International Cargo - Kuwait was established by an
industry veteran, carrying over 28 years of freight and logistics
manage1nent experience, aiming to cater the transport solutions for
s111alland medium sized co1npanies with utmost care and attention.
As a member of World Logistics Networl(, Aayan International
Cargo is globally connected" with the "best forwarders to provide an
excellent worldwide transport ation solutions.
Aayan International Cargo believes on flexibility, reliability and
transparency. Deliver Environmentally Responsible Client Services
Rapidly Increasing Geographical Coverage and" Systematic
Operations Be an Active Community Partner Maintain High Ethical
Stand.

OUR FEATURED SERVICES
At Aayan International Cargo , we are mal(ing research
continuously and improving our services to the highest standards.
We offer different services ranging from logistics, warehousing,
cargo, transport and other related services. Our client's interest our
priority.We are 111ind.fulof building a healthy relationship with our
customers

AIRFREIGHT
The fastest and safest way to import and export goods
internationally is by air. Aayan International Cargo's air cargo
specialists will assess your specific needs and customize our air
services for your large -scale project or smaller express shipment
door to door, tenninal to terminal, or anything in -between

OCEAN FREIGHl:
Whether you're i1nporting or exporting, Aayan International
Cargo has your international shipping covered port to port or
door to door in full container loads or less than a container
loads. Specializing in container shipping. We are the best
choice for shipping FCL, LCL, and reefer (refrigerated)
shipping containers around the globe.

DOOR TO DOOR DELIVERIES
The tea1n at Aayan International Cargo are here to ensure
the smooth transition of all excess baggage, personal
belongings and student essentials, almost anywhere in the
world. We know how hnpo 1i ant it is that your items are
collected shipped and delivered on time so we've made the
process as simple as possibile

ROAD FREIGHT
AAYAN INTERNATIONAL Cargo's Land Freight services offer
a highly flexible and a cost-effective solution to your road
transpo rt requirements. Our road transpo rt service providers are
equipped with appropriate country specific permits thereby
ensuring timely and hassle free deliveries to their respective
destinations.

CONTRACT LOGISTICS &
CONSUCTING SERVICES
We offer different services ranging from logistics,
warehousing, cargo, transport and other related services,
consulting services

AOG
Our large inventory and aerospace expertise enables dedicated.
AOG support. Our AOG services include: Specialist AOG team
handle all AOG and out of hours requirements. Expert personnel
with Airline mentality Responsive and quick decision making On
time delivery Global AOG support and aviation logistics solutions
All types of AOG transportation arranged. Tracked d.elivery until
receipt We're an International Freight Forwarding Company
offering a multitude of services to meet your business needs.
We believe -in delivering logistical services on time.

OUR MISSION AND VISION
CONNECTING PEOPLE
Our mission is to provide the best economical and quality
transpo1iation, freight and shipping solutions. Our vision is to
be recognized as the most trustable, transparent and flexible
service provider to our valuable customers
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